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Abstract
It's widely held that light's velocity is fixed. It remains the same for everyone

regardless of relative motion. Many believe Einstein proved this through

special relativity's time dilation and length contraction for moving objects.

But its relativistic effects only work in the one abstract dimension of linear motion.

In our real nontheoretical world of three actual dimensions, light's perpendicular

velocity would diverge from its forward velocity while exceeding 186,000mi/s.

This glaring, unresolvable contradiction plainly demonstrates the conceptual

impossibility of light's constancy. It simply has to compound with the motion of

its source and that of other reference frames. This is easy to demonstrate.

It's also clearly indicated by all of the Michelson-Morley type experiments and

confirmed conclusively by Sagnac's. But we refuse to see it. Moreover,

light's velocity is also variable. Its speed changes as it traverses the varying

density of a gravity field. Einstein recognized this as well despite the nullifying

conflict. But the problems with its constancy don't stop here. Both light's

factual compounding and its variability have devastating consequences for relativity.

They completely undermine its founding premise, which invalidates all of it,

including its general theory as Einstein himself even concedes.
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Natural Law
In his book, Relativity: The Special and the General Theory, Einstein underpins

his reasoning with his assumption that the speed of light is fixed everywhere

for everyone regardless of their relative motion. Meaning that its velocity does

not vary or compound with the motion of its source or that of other sources as

we'd naturally infer. It's always 186,000mi/s. 

This is relativity's founding premise that he continuously refers to as "law":

"the simple law of the constancy of the velocity of light c (in vacuum)...

this simple law... general law of nature, the law of the transmission of light

in vacuo... the simple law of the propagation of light in vacuo... The law of

the constancy of the velocity of light in vacuo [1]." (Use [Alt][f] to return.)

And all of this is in only three pages. You get the feeling he wants us to accept

that light's constancy is and has been for some time an established law of

nature that's beyond reproach.

He doesn't offer a reason or an explanation why light's velocity is fixed. He just

states that it is and everyone knows it, admonishing us that even, "Every child

at school knows, or believes he knows, that [its] propagation takes place in straight

lines with a velocity c = 300,000 km./sec... [which] is justifiably believed [2]."

He continues: "in the theory of relativity the velocity c plays the part of a limiting

velocity, which can neither be reached or exceeded by any real body... the velocity

of the transmission of light in vacuo has to be considered equal a constant c...

The law of the transmission of light, the acceptance of which is justified by our

actual knowledge... According to the theory of relativity, action at a distance with

the velocity light always takes the place of instantaneous action at a distance...

[special relativity's] results [that are dependent on light's constancy] hold only

so long as we are able to disregard the influences of gravitational fields...

[being] able to make use of space-time co-ordinates as four-dimensional

Cartesian co-ordinates was possible on the basis of the law of the constancy

of the velocity of light... the principle of the constancy of the velocity of light [is]

valid only with respect to an inertial system [not a gravity field] [3]."



1. Developed by René Descartes a French philosopher and mathematician, 1596-1659.
2. Hendrik Lorentz was a Dutch physicist, 1853-1928.
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The point is, Einstein clearly believes light's velocity is fixed. And he wants

us to believe it too. (A Cartesian coordinate system1 is a two-dimensional

rectilinear grid where any point can be specified with two numerical values [4].

Special relativity is, "the idea... [that] every motion must be considered only as

relative motion... [where the] general laws of nature (e.g. the laws of mechanics

or the law of the propagation of light in vacuo) have exactly the same form

in [all] cases [5]." General relativity states that, "All bodies of reference...

are equivalent for the description of natural phenomena (formation of the

general laws of nature [mechanics and light's constancy]), whatever may be

their state of motion [6].")

Light's Constancy
Einstein argues that relativity's particular application of the mechanical addition

of velocities (the compounding of velocities but not what we'd naturally intuit)

is necessary to prevent moving objects from attaining/exceeding the speed of

light. Light's fixed velocity (mathematically) forces an object's (or reference

frame's) time to slow and its contraction in the direction of motion (and the

increasing mass of accelerating objects [7]). This is (theoretically) accomplished

through use of the Lorentz2 transformation (a system of equations Einstein

adopted for relativity that translates the space and time coordinates from one

reference frame to another [8]).

But relativity's adjustment to the mechanical compounding of velocities

doesn't work. It's conceptually flawed. It only holds in the one abstract

dimension of linear motion. In our real three-dimensional environment,

it's inherently conflicted. Einstein seems to realize this, but after the fact.

At one point, he surreptitiously slips in the (nullifying) qualifier "we then obtain

the equation... which corresponds to the theorem of addition for velocities in

one dimension according to the theory of relativity [9]."



3. French physicist, 1819-1896.
4. Galileo Galilei was an Italian astronomer, physicist, and engineer, 1564-1642.
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So it could be inferred that he may have been aware that it only worked in

one dimension. If he was, why didn't he state it up front as a limiting qualifier?

The most obvious reason is that it would have made all of relativity nothing

more than a theoretical exercise that doesn't actually work in our real world.

If he didn't fully comprehend the implications of its one-dimensionality,

what does that tell you? But if he actually did and deceitfully maintained its

feasibility anyway, that's even worse. So he's either delusive or deceptive.

It has to be one or the other. Or it could be both. There's no way around it.

As evidence of relativity's validity as applied to the compounding of motion,

Einstein cites Armand Fizeau's3 experiment. We have to assume it's his famous

1851 experiment. He doesn't say. The way he characterizes it, Fizeau

measured an increase in light's velocity when it's shone through flowing water

in the direction of its motion as compared to when it's still. He interprets that

rate of increase as better matching his formula than that of classic Galilean4

mechanics (the physical relationships between force, matter, and motion where

the basic laws of physics remain the same everywhere [10]).

But since in Fizeau's experiment there's no difference in motion between the

light's source and the observer, a compounding of their velocities is not possible.

They're of the same reference frame. So Einstein's employment of relativity to

the addition of velocities theorem, even if it were correct, is not applicable.

What appears to be occurring is that the water first slows the light. Its speed

in water is about 140,000mi/s. When it's flowing, it's then freed up to increase

in the direction of flow. The issue seems to be that the increase does not

appear to match the speed of the flowing water as expected. There could be

any number of technical reasons for this that don't involve light's compounding.

The fact is, light has to mechanically compound with all relative motion.

Its constancy is simply not possible. Nor is Einstein's application of relativity to

the theorem of addition of velocities. This can be easily established with just

ordinary, commonsense logic.
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Light's Compounding
Imagine you're in one of Einstein's thought experiments riding a train with a

flashlight that you're pointing directly forward. He'd have us believe that to

maintain its fixed velocity, the speed of its light would be 186,000mi/s less the

train's speed, that the train's rate of time would be running slightly slower,

and that it and you would be physically contracting correspondingly but only

in the direction of its motion all to satisfy his assumption of light's constancy.

Most of us believe this to be true. It's our academic conditioning.

But what would happen if you then pointed another flashlight perpendicular

(or at any angle) to its motion? With no contraction or motion in that direction,

and with time's "slower" rate, that light's velocity would not only differ from the

forward pointing light but it'd exceed 186,000mi/s, the universe's supposed

maximum speed limit.

This common circumstance that's impossible to deny, which should be

obvious to everyone but isn't, reveals the unresolvable conflict inherent

in light's presumed constancy. Conceptually, in our real physical world of

three actual dimensions, it cannot be fixed. It's mechanically required to

compound with the motion of its source and that of other reference frames.

This completely undermines any argument for its constancy. And without its

underlying premise, relativity becomes untenable, in its entirety. 

Let's just say, Einstein failed to perceive light's, and time's, innate three-

dimensionality, but confined his reasoning only to the one abstract dimension

of linear motion. How he got there and why he maintained its feasibility in three

dimensions is anybody's guess. But it is worth considering. He does concede

though that if it were found that light's velocity was not constant in all cases

then relativity would out of necessity completely unravel [11]. (See Figure 1.1,

Light's Constancy; Figure 1.2, Light's Compounding - next page)
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Figure 1.1
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Figure 1.2



5. Albert Michelson, 1852-1931, and Edward Morley, 1838-1923, were American physicists.
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Michelson-Morley
Light's compounding is also clearly indicated by the well-known Michelson-

Morley5 experiment (1887) and all the others like it. It failed to establish the

existence of an aether (a theorized universal medium that light was thought to

propagate through [12]). What it did show was that the speed of light remained

constant when comparing its velocity in the direction of the Earth's orbital

(and rotational) motion to that in the perpendicular direction. 

This demonstrates that light always leaves its source at the same rate in

every direction at the same time. Einstein employed the Lorentz transformation

to accommodate the negative results to calculate relativity's inferred contraction

in the direction of motion to maintain light's presumed constancy [13].

The construct of their experiment basically consisted of two sets of mirrors

perpendicularly arranged an equal distance from a central beam splitter in a

cross fashion on a table that could be rotated so that a recombined beam of

light would show an interference pattern if its velocity changed when aligned

in the direction of the Earth's orbital (and rotational) motion [14].

To conclude from this experiment that light's velocity is fixed, as many do, is just

not possible. The opposite is actually true. It plainly shows that whatever the

source's relative motion, light always leaves it at the same velocity in every direction

at the same time. This indicates a compounding of velocities, which suggests from

an outside reference frame that every velocity for light has to be faster than the

186,000mi/s that we record here on Earth: 186,000mi/s plus the speed of the

Earth's rotation plus the speed of its orbital motion plus the speed of our solar

system through our galaxy plus the speed of our galaxy through the universe.

If the speed of light was actually fixed, its velocity in the direction of the

Earth's rotation would be 186,000mi/s minus the Earth's rotational and orbital

velocity that would be different from its velocity in the perpendicular direction,

which should have produced an interference pattern but didn't. Our solar

system and galaxy's motion would also have to be subtracted.
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Einstein concluded, along with others, that it's the experiment's contraction in

the direction of (orbital) motion and time's corresponding "slowing" because of

light's fixed velocity that's responsible for the negative result. But assuming "time"

is something that actually exists and that its rate can actually change,

its presumed "slower" rate, which would correspond to the experiment's contraction

in the direction of motion, would have to be applied equally over the entire

experiment along with the entire Earth. They're of the same reference frame.

And every reference frame can only have one rate of time. "Every reference-

body (co-ordinate system) has its own particular time; unless we are told the

reference-body to which the statement of time refers, there is no meaning in a

statement of the time of an event [15]." With time's innate three-dimensionality

but motion's one-dimensional direction, this causes light's velocity in the

perpendicular direction, or any angle other than directly forward,  to increase,

giving rise not only to an unresolvable conflict between the two directions

but a velocity for light that's supposedly impossible that exceeds 186,000mi/s.

This demonstrates that objects cannot be contracting in the direction of their

motion. Nor can their time be "slowing." Which clearly indicates light's

compounding with the motion of its source. (See Figures 2.1, 2.2, 2.3, 2.4,

Michelson-Morley - Conceptual Diagram; Figure 3.1, 3.2, Michelson-Morley

Experiment - 1, 2)
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Figure 2.1
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Figure 2.2
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Figure 2.3
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Figure 2.4
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Figure 3.1
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Figure 3.2



6. Georges Sagnac was a French physicist, 1869–1928.
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Sagnac
Sagnac's6 experiment also confirms light's compounding with motion but

more succinctly. He devised an experiment in 1913 that he thought would

prove the existence of an aether, while also disproving special relativity.

He believed he succeeded.

The construct was not that dissimilar from Michelson-Morley's. In concept,

it essentially consisted of a source that sent light through a beam splitter that

separated it in opposite directions, routing it to several mirrors located around

the perimeter of a rotating platform that formed the corners of a closed loop

that returned the light back to its entry point where the recombined beams

would create an interference pattern if their velocities were different.

The primary difference from Michelson-Morley's was the closed loop [16].

When the platform was not rotating, no interference pattern was observed.

The light took the same amount of time to reach the detector in each direction

despite all of the Earth's motions (its rotational and orbital, our solar system's

motion through the galaxy, and our galaxy's motion through the universe).

This was the same result as Michelson-Morley's. 

When it was rotating, the recombined beams did produce an interference

pattern. Sagnac concluded that light's velocity is independent of the motion of

its source. That's actually not correct. Light always leaves its source at

186,000mi/s in all directions at the same time. That makes it very much

dependent on its source. Its velocity always gets added or subtracted to

its source's velocity and that of other reference frames. It compounds.

His and Michelson-Morley's experiment clearly demonstrate this.

When the platform is not rotating, the light departs its source at 186,000mi/s

and it remains the same in both directions after it's split. The moment it leaves

its source, its motion defines it as a different reference frame. But it's moving

in unison with the platform (and the platform is moving in unison with the Earth).

There's no compounding of velocities. So the light in both directions reaches

the detector at the same time and no interference pattern is created.
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When the platform is spun, light's velocity is compounded with its rotation.

This is what's responsible for the interference pattern. The light still leaves its

source at 186,000mi/s, and it still acts as an independent reference frame.

But the platform's rotational or angular velocity, v, is added/subtracted to the

light's velocity.

When the light gets split in opposite directions, it in essence creates two

different reference frames from the initially emitted light. The light split

in the forward direction travels at c+v. The light split to the rear travels at c-v.

Both beams reach the detector at the same time. But their different velocities

cause them to be out of phase. So an interference pattern is created. 

Another way to express the same idea is that a Doppler shift (a change in

frequency due to the motion between a source and an observer [17]) occurs

between the two beams. The forward split light's faster compounded velocity

causes it to be slightly blueshifted relative to the rearward light. Or the other

way around, the rearward split light's slower compounded velocity causes it to be

slightly redshifted as compared to the forward split light. Any way you look at it,

their relative shift in wavelength has them out of phase at the detector,

which produces an interference pattern. 

In another one of his many invalidating contradictions, Einstein apparently

came to the same compounding-of-velocities conclusion when investigating the

effect. He decided that for accelerating frames of reference “the principle of the

constancy of light must be modified [18]." In other words, it doesn't work and

needs to be scrapped.

The most common explanation for the Sagnac effect does not incorporate a

compounding of velocities. It never addresses the emitter and beamsplitter's constant

rotational velocity that would normally be imparted to its light. It's just ignored.

This causes different arrival times that produce an interference pattern. 
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But light always leaves its source at 186,000mi/s in all directions at once.

Michelson-Morley and Sagnac, when not rotating, definitively establish this.

And every source is in motion. So that motion has to be accounted for. Either it's

compounded with light's velocity or it, time, and length have to be metaphysically

altered similar to how special relativity dilates time and contracts length.

But special relativity fails completely as an explanation of the effect for both

the rotating and nonrotating conditions. It's inherently flawed. Conceptually,

it can only address an environment in one dimension, the direction of motion.

In every other direction, it's insurmountably conflicted [19].

For the nonrotating condition, light's velocity in the perpendicular direction

(or at any angle other than directly forward) would be greater than the forward

direction, exceeding 186,000mi/s. Time dilation's innate three-dimensionality

and length's one-dimensional contraction can maintain its fixed velocity only in

one dimension, the direction of linear motion. 

In the other two dimensions of our real world, it's unworkable. Light's velocity

would contradictorily be increasing. If relativistic effects were actually feasible,

they'd create conflicting velocities that'd produce an interference pattern for the

nonrotating condition just like what was demonstrated in the diagram for

Michelson-Morley.

For the rotating condition, special relativity would theoretically compound the

platform's rotational velocity with light's velocity. But it enforces the assumption

of light's constancy by reducing its velocity by the amount of the rotational

velocity in the forward direction and increasing it by the same amount in the

rearward direction. This maintains light's fixed velocity and produces the same result,

different arrival times that create an interference pattern.  

But relativistic effects always produce the same contradictory results.

The spinning platform's time is required to slow. It's one reference frame.

While its perimeter around its circumference is required to contract. But its

interior does not. Its radius remains the same [20]. That's not possible.  



7. For more on equivalence see: "Equivalency's Fallacy," viXra open-access archive, May 13, 2023,
http://vixra.org/abs/2305.0102.
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Moreover, Einstein asserts that, "The special theory of relativity [is only valid

where] no gravitational field exists" because of light's variability in them [21].

(More on light's variability in gravity fields shortly.) So if his "principle of

equivalence" (where acceleration/braking and rotation create gravity fields the

same as natural, mass-created gravity [22]) were actually true and rotation's

centrifugal force actually did produce real gravity then light's constancy, time's

dilation, length's contraction, and the increasing mass of accelerating objects

cannot even be considered as an option to explain the Sagnac effect.

Its associated rotation would be producing centrifugal gravity where light's

velocity varies, which would preemptively nullify its constancy and special

relativity's relativistic effects.

Trying to explain the results through his "principle of equivalence" doesn't

work either. It's also entirely unfeasible. Light's slower velocity in the rotating

experiment's centrifugal gravity field would presumably account for the disparity

that causes the interference pattern. But it can be easily shown that rotation

doesn't create gravity. So Einstein's "principle of equivalence" isn't an option.7

Relativity's simultaneity has also been proposed as a possible explanation.

But it also doesn't work. It's fundamentally flawed as well. Any factual review

quickly reveals its obvious failure in logic. But it also requires too much off-topic

background for this discussion. A cursory but objective investigation will

certainly be enough for those seeking further explanation [23]. (See Figures

4.1, 4.2, 4.3, 4.4, Sagnac Effect - Conceptual Diagram)  

http://vixra.org/abs/2305.0102
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Figure 4.1
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Figure 4.2
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Figure 4.3
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Figure 4.4



8. In his article, "The speed of light is not constant," on his website, The Physics Detective
(https://physicsdetective.com/the-speed-of-light/) John Duffield has assembled eight more Einstein
quotes from eight papers beginning from 1907 through 1920 from THE COLLECTED PAPERS
OF ALBERT EINSTEIN from the Princeton University Press that affirm Einstein's evolved belief
in and contradictory assertion of light's variability.
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Light's Variability 
A  couple of years after presuming light's constancy as the basis for relativity

(1905), Einstein began to modify his position (1907). He decided that the speed

of light is actually variable.8 Its velocity and path change as it traverses a gravity

field. Many have difficulty believing this. They're holding on to the popular

narrative that he proved its constancy. And why not? Einstein believed it.

He maintains that it's still fixed despite the contradiction [24]. 

(A gravity field can be defined as the region surrounding any amount of

mass, including that of subatomic particles, that exerts an "attractive" influence

on other mass [25]. Mass is the property of a body that's commonly taken as

a measure of the amount of material or matter it contains and causes it to have

weight in a gravitational field [26]. Matter is physical substance [27].)

For his explanation of starlight's displacement observed during the 1919

eclipse that supposedly confirmed general relativity, he correctly concludes

that: "A curvature of rays of light can only take place when the velocity of

propagation of light varies with position [in gravity fields]." He also explains that,

"the general theory of relativity cannot retain this law, [the law of the constancy

of the velocity of light]... the velocity of light must always depend on the co-

ordinates when a gravitational field is present... the principle of the constancy

of the velocity of light [is] valid only with respect to an inertial system [not a

gravity field] [28]." All of this amounts to nothing more than light's refraction.

(Refraction can be defined as light's displacement due to a change in its

velocity due to a change in the density of the medium it's traversing [29].)

The problem is, just like with its compounding, its variability fundamentally

invalidates relativity's founding premise. But he never reverses his position on

its constancy. Just the opposite, he maintains that both are true despite the

nullifying contradiction.

https://physicsdetective.com/the-speed-of-light/
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He tries to argue that special relativity is still valid despite light's variability

because, "its results hold only so long as we are able to disregard the

influences of gravitational fields... The special theory of relativity has reference

to Galileian domains, i.e. to those in which no gravitational field exists [30]."

How does that work? 

Where are the locations where gravity fields don't exist or the conditions

under which the effect of gravity fields can be ignored? Whether it's at the

subatomic level or the self-gravity of our entire (presumed) finite universe,

gravity fields are everywhere. They surround and permeate every object and

they extend indefinitely. So there's no place where they aren't. So there's no

way they can be disregarded. 

Which means light's velocity has no possibility of ever being fixed (if it wasn't

already conceptually impossible). It has to vary everywhere. And that's in addition

to its compounding. Without its underlying premise, how can relativity, or any of

its ancillaries like the Lorentz transformation or Einstein's application of relativity

to the theorem of addition of velocities, have any validity? They all become

nothing more than theoretical contrivances that have no practical relevance.

Einstein could not disagree. He qualifies his assertion of light's variability:

"[Relativity's] results hold only so long as we are able to disregard the

influences of gravitational fields on the phenomena (e.g. of light) [that causes

its variability]." If we're unable to disregard gravity fields, as we just reasoned

is impossible because they're everywhere so light's velocity has to vary

everywhere, then, "as a consequence of this, the special theory of relativity and

with it the whole theory of relativity would be laid in the dust [31]." Our entire

cosmology, including the big bang, is rooted in a theory whose originator would

have to concede is altogether untenable. (See Figures 5.1, Light's Bending;

5.2, Light's Refraction)
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Figure 5.1
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Figure 5.2



9. For more on field density see: "Gravitation's Origin and Impetus," viXra, May 12, 2023,
http://vixra.org/abs/2305.0094.
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Experimental Confirmation 
All those airborne clock experiments that are presumed to confirm light's

constancy, where it's believed that they're forcing time's slowing with motion as

compared to ground-based clocks have perfectly rational and natural

explanations that don't include metaphysical relativistic phenomena [32].

The effect of the Earth's magnetic field on an atomic clock's cesium atoms is

the source of the results. Their motion through it infuses them with a small

charge that slightly increases their mass/size, which slows their natural

frequency that in turn slows their clock's rate of operation, not time's rate.

Those other experiments that presumably demonstrate time's increasing

rate with elevation are actually recording a slight increase in the cesium atoms'

natural frequency due to their minor contraction in the ever-decreasing density

of the Earth's magnetic field. This is what's actually increasing their clock's rate

of operation with elevation. It's not time's increasing rate. 

For much higher altitudes/distances, the Earth's very much stronger gravity

field begins to govern. As a clock moves farther away, its cesium atoms begin

to enlarge in the ever-increasing density of the Earth's gravity field. They also

acquire a charge from their motion through it. So both cause a slight increase

in their size and mass that decreases their natural frequency that in turn slows

their clock's rate of operation, not its rate of time.

Light's variability also affects the readings of all these experiments.

Its velocity propagates slower as field density decreases and faster as it

increases. If fields and their density affect the natural frequency of subatomic

particles/atoms then how can the cesium atoms of atomic clocks remain

unaffected by their position and motion through them? They can't.9

(See Figure 6, Field's Effect on Size; Figure 7, 1971 Hafele & Keating

Airborne Clock Experiment)

http://vixra.org/abs/2305.0094
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Figure 6
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Figure 7
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Conclusion
It's conceptually impossible for light's velocity to remain fixed. Simple logic and

all of the most relevant experiments clearly demonstrate how it's mechanically

required to compound with the motion of its source and the motion of other

reference frames. And that's in addition to its irrefutable variability that

undermines its constancy as well. Without light's constancy, relativity loses its

founding premise and becomes conceptually unworkable.
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